
AZTEC VOCABULARY LANGUAGE

Information on the Nahuatl (Aztec) language and the Nahuatl Indian people. Our list of vocabulary words in the Nahuatl
language, with comparison to words in.

Most Nahuatl speakers also speak Spanish, except for some of the elderly. These codices serve as a basis for
most of the study about the Ancient Aztec Empire, and feature a mix of images and Aztec writing. They are
endowed with reason and conscience and should act towards one another in a spirit of brotherhood. One of the
most popular ways to prepare avocado is as guacamole , the mashed mixture with tomatoes and onion.
Conquistadors - Spanish explorers, adventurers, and conquerors. Aqueduct - A manmade channel used to
transport water over a long distance. The Aztecs built these around the city of Tenochtitlan because much of
the land was swampy. Classical Nahuatl was used as a literary language with works such as poetry, history,
and administrative documents written around the 16th and 17th centuries. Other researchers have argued that
Pochutec should be considered a divergent variant of the western periphery. English words of Nahuatl origin
include " avocado ", " chayote ", " chili ", " chocolate ", " atlatl ", " coyote ", " peyote ", " axolotl " and "
tomato ". Pipiltin - The upper or noble class of the Aztec Empire. Today it is an endangered species, but was
often eaten as a delicacy in Mexico going back to Aztec times. They held the top positions in the priesthood,
military, and government. Terminology[ edit ] The terminology used to describe varieties of spoken Nahuatl is
inconsistently applied. Toltecs - An early civilization that came before the Aztecs. Within Mexico, the
question of whether to consider individual varieties to be languages or dialects of a single language is highly
political. Tlatoani - The king of a city-state, the word Tlatoani means "speaker". There are numerous dialects
of Nahuatl, some of which are mutually unintelligible. The words jaguar and cougar both come from another
indigenous language, Tupi , spoken in Brazil. But recently, the traditional assessment has been challenged by
Jane H. Download an alphabet chart for Nahuatl - also includes phrases and numbers Excel Sample text
Modern Orthography Nochi tlakamej uan siuamej kipiaj manoj kuali tlakatisej, nochi san se totlatechpouiltilis
uan titlatepanitalojkej, yeka moneki kuali ma timouikakaj, ma timoiknelikaj, ma timotlasojtlakaj uan ma
timotlepanitakaj. All varieties have been subject to varying degrees of influence from Spanish.


